THANK YOU FROM ANGELS IN THE WOODS

100% of THESE GIFTS WILL BENEFIT CHARITIES IN DAWSON AND PICKENS COUNTIES

ANGELS IN THE WOODS COMMITTEE
LYNN ROBERTS and SUSAN GRIMES

Contributions Made In Honor Of and In Memory Of Those We Love and Those Who Love Us.

DONATIONS for NOVEMBER, 2018 – DECEMBER, 2018

In memory of Maj. Joseph D. Smith, Jr. by Ginger Dykstra.

In memory of Charles Niezer by Elizabeth Moldt.

In memory of Oscar Williams and Hamilton Gadd, Sr. by Ham & Sandra Gadd.

In memory of Andrew Turner by Peggy Howe.

In honor of Bill Gibson & The North Georgia Veterans by Susan Gibson.

In memory of Maj. Gen. E. J. Gibson and A. B. Padgett by Susan Gibson.

In honor of All Veterans by Mr. & Mrs. Gordon Griffith.

In memory of Cdr. Max W. Henry, USN retired by Barbara Henry.

In memory of Dan Robertson by Janet Robertson.

In honor of North Georgia Veterans by Jean & John Lomax.

In memory of Jack Schultz (Ted’s father) & Edgar Arnold (Tudi’s father) by Ted & Tudi Sprague.

In memory of Judy Scanling by Missy & Ray Massey.